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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) envelope glycoproteins are highly glycosylated, with generally 4 and 11 N-linked
glycans on E1 and E2, respectively. Studies using mutated recombinant HCV envelope glycoproteins incorpo-
rated into retroviral pseudoparticles (HCVpp) suggest that some glycans play a role in protein folding, virus
entry, and protection against neutralization. The development of a cell culture system producing infectious
particles (HCVcc) in hepatoma cells provides an opportunity to characterize the role of these glycans in the
context of authentic infectious virions. Here, we used HCVcc in which point mutations were engineered at
N-linked glycosylation sites to determine the role of these glycans in the functions of HCV envelope proteins.
The mutants were characterized for their effects on virus replication and envelope protein expression as well
as on viral particle secretion, infectivity, and sensitivity to neutralizing antibodies. Our results indicate that
several glycans play an important role in HCVcc assembly and/or infectivity. Furthermore, our data demon-
strate that at least five glycans on E2 (denoted E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6, and E2N11) strongly reduce the
sensitivity of HCVcc to antibody neutralization, with four of them surrounding the CD81 binding site.
Altogether, these data indicate that the glycans associated with HCV envelope glycoproteins play roles at
different steps of the viral life cycle. They also highlight differences in the effects of glycosylation mutations
between the HCVpp and HCVcc systems. Furthermore, these carbohydrates form a “glycan shield” at the
surface of the virion, which contributes to the evasion of HCV from the humoral immune response.

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a single-stranded positive-sense
RNA virus that causes serious liver diseases in humans (31).
More than 170 million people worldwide are seropositive for
HCV and at risk for developing cirrhosis and hepatocellular
carcinoma (50). HCV is a small, enveloped virus that belongs
to the Hepacivirus genus in the Flaviviridae family (31). Its
genome encodes a single polyprotein precursor of about 3,000-
amino-acid residues that is cleaved co- and posttranslationally
by cellular and viral proteases to yield at least 10 mature
products (31). The two envelope glycoproteins, E1 and E2, are
released from the polyprotein by signal peptidase cleavages.
These two proteins assemble as noncovalent heterodimers,
which are retained mainly in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
(36), and they are found as large disulfide-linked oligomers on
the surfaces of HCV particles (46). HCV glycoproteins are
involved in the entry process, and since they are present on the
surfaces of viral particles, these proteins are the targets of
neutralizing antibodies (4, 21).

E1 and E2 generally contain 4 and 11 N-glycosylation sites,
respectively, all of which have been shown to be modified by
glycans (19). Despite variability in HCV envelope glycoprotein

sequences, the four glycosylation sites of E1 and nine of E2 are
highly conserved, suggesting that the glycans associated with
these proteins play an essential role in the HCV life cycle (22).
Using retroviral particles pseudotyped with genotype 1a (H
strain) HCV envelope glycoproteins (HCVpp), recent studies
have determined the potential roles played by these glycans in
protein folding, HCV entry, and protection against neutraliza-
tion (14, 19, 22). Indeed, the lack of glycan E1N1, E1N4,
E2N8, or E2N10 strongly affects the incorporation of HCV
glycoproteins into HCVpp, suggesting that these glycans are
important for correct protein folding (19). Furthermore, mu-
tation of glycosylation sites E2N2 or E2N4 alters HCVpp in-
fectivity despite normal incorporation into pseudotyped parti-
cles, suggesting a role for the corresponding glycans in viral
entry, at least in this model system (19). Finally, glycans at
positions E2N1, E2N6, and E2N11 were shown to reduce the
sensitivity of HCVpp to antibody neutralization as well as
access of the CD81 coreceptor to its binding site on E2, sug-
gesting that glycans also contribute to HCV evasion of the
humoral immune response (14, 22).

It has recently been proposed that targeting glycans could be
a promising approach to inhibiting viral infection (1). Indeed,
HCV, as well as several other viruses with highly glycosylated
envelope proteins, can be inhibited by carbohydrate binding
agents such as cyanovirin-N and pradimicin A (1, 7, 23). Fur-
thermore, resistance against drugs that target glycans is likely
to develop and will probably result in mutations at some gly-
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cosylation sites (3, 52). However, since glycans associated with
viral envelope proteins play an important role in the viral life
cycle, adaptation of viruses to the selective pressure of carbo-
hydrate-binding agents will most likely come at a replicative
cost to the virus (2).

Although the role of HCV glycans has been studied using
mutant recombinant HCV envelope glycoproteins incorpo-
rated into HCVpp, these particles do not recapitulate all the
functions of HCV envelope proteins. Cell culture-derived virus
(HCVcc) (32, 49, 55) assembles in an ER-derived compart-
ment in association with very low density lipoproteins (17, 26),
whereas HCVpp are assembled in a post-Golgi compartment
and are not associated with lipoproteins (44). Importantly, this
leads to differences between HCVpp and HCVcc in the oli-
gomerization of the envelope glycoproteins (46). It is also
important to note that the carbohydrate composition of viral
glycoproteins can differ when the same virus is grown in dif-
ferent cell lines (13). Thus, HCVpp that are produced in 293T
cells are not the most appropriate model for glycosylation
studies, since HCV tropism is restricted to the liver. Further-
more, differences in envelope protein glycosylation have been
observed between HCVpp and HCVcc particles (46). Differ-
ences in some HCV envelope protein functions were also ob-
served when the HCVpp and HCVcc systems were compared
(28, 29, 42, 43). The development of the HCVcc system pro-
vides, therefore, the opportunity to characterize the role of
E1/E2-associated glycans in the context of authentic infectious
virions. Here, we analyzed the role of E1/E2 glycans by intro-
ducing point mutations at N-linked glycosylation sites in the
context of the HCVcc system. The effects of these mutations
on virus replication, particle secretion, infectivity, and sensitiv-
ity to neutralizing antibodies were investigated. Our results
demonstrate that several glycans play an important role in
HCVcc assembly and/or infectivity and reduce access of neu-
tralizing antibodies to their epitopes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture. 293T human embryo kidney cells (HEK293T), Huh-7 human
hepatoma cells (35), and Huh-7w7 cells (38) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
essential medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum.

Antibodies and reagents. Anti-HCV monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) A4 (anti-
E1) (12), 3/11 (anti-E2; kindly provided by J. McKeating, University of Birming-
ham, United Kingdom) (16), and anti-murine leukemia virus capsid (anti-CA;
ATCC CRL1912, clone R187) were produced in vitro by using a MiniPerm
apparatus (Heraeus) as recommended by the manufacturer. Anti-NS3 MAb
(486D39) (41) was kindly provided by J. F. Delagneau (Bio-Rad, France). Anti-
�-actin (C4) MAb was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. The soluble
recombinant form of the CD81 large extracellular loop (CD81-LEL) was pro-
duced as a glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion protein as described previ-
ously (24). Purified cyanovirin-N was kindly provided by K. Gustafson (National
Institutes of Health, National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD) (23).

Serum samples. Sera of four patients chronically infected with HCV were
selected for this study. The serum sampling and use for research application was
approved by the ethics committee of the University Hospital of Amiens (France).
Determination of HCV genotypes was done by sequence analysis of NS5B. Total
antibodies were purified using a NAb protein G spin purification kit (Pierce,
Rockford, IL).

Site-directed mutagenesis. In this work, we used a modified version of the
plasmid encoding the full-length JFH-1 genome (genotype 2a; GenBank acces-
sion number AB237837), kindly provided by T. Wakita (National Institute of
Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan) (49). Mutations were introduced into a JFH-1
plasmid containing a Renilla luciferase reporter gene (39) and amino acid
changes F172C and P173S, which have been shown to increase viral titers (10),
at the C terminus of the core protein. In this construct, the Renilla luciferase gene

is fused with the viral open reading frame in a monocistronic configuration.
Furthermore, the N-terminal E1 sequence encoding residues 196TSSSYMVT
NDC has been modified to reconstitute the A4 epitope (SSGLYHVTNDC) (12)
as described previously (20). Mutations of glycosylation sites were constructed
by sequential PCR steps as described previously (9), using an Expand High
FidelityPLUS PCR system (Roche). Briefly, the AAT and AAC codons encoding
the asparagine residue from the Asn-X-Ser/Thr motifs were replaced individually
with the CAA or CAG codon encoding a glutamine residue. Mutations were
assembled by a second PCR amplification. For the E1N1 to E1N4 mutants, the
amplicons were digested with BsiWI and MluI and ligated into a BsiWI/MluI-
digested plasmid. For the E2N1 to E2N11 mutants, the amplicons were digested
with BsiWI and KpnI and ligated into a BsiWI/KpnI-digested plasmid. E1 and E2
nucleotide sequences were verified for each mutant. For HCV glycoprotein
expression analyses, all the mutants were reintroduced in the context of the
JFH-1 plasmid devoid of the luciferase reporter gene.

To construct HCVpp mutants, we used a modified version of the pcDNA/
E1E2(JFH-1) plasmid. This plasmid encodes HCV envelope glycoproteins from
strain JFH-1 (genotype 2a), in which the A4 epitope was reconstituted as de-
scribed above. Then fragments containing mutation E2N2, E2N4, or E2N7 were
excised from mutated full-length JFH-1 plasmids with AscI and BsiWI and
ligated into a AscI/BsiWI-digested pcDNA/E1E2(JFH-1) plasmid. E1 and E2
nucleotide sequences were verified for each mutant.

HCVcc replication and infectivity assays. Plasmids encoding wild-type (WT)
and mutated genomes were linearized at the 3� end of the HCV cDNA with the
restriction enzyme XbaI and treated with mung bean nuclease (New England
Biolabs). In vitro transcripts were generated using a Megascript kit according to
the manufacturer’s protocol (Ambion). The in vitro reaction mixture was set up
and incubated at 37°C for 4 h, and transcripts were precipitated by the addition
of LiCl. Twenty micrograms of RNA was delivered into CD81-deficient Huh-7w7
cells by electroporation as described previously (10). Replication was assessed at
72 and 96 h by measuring Renilla luciferase activities in electroporated cells with
a Berthold CentroXS3 LB 960 luminometer as indicated by the manufacturer
(Promega). We verified that our luciferase data were in the linear range of the
assay. Supernatants containing HCVcc were harvested 96 h after electroporation
and filtered through a 0.45-�m-pore-sized membrane for infectivity measure-
ments. HCVcc were incubated for 3 h with Huh-7 cells seeded the day before in
24-well plates. At 72 h postinfection, luciferase assays were performed on in-
fected cells as indicated by the manufacturer (Promega). In additional experi-
ments, we verified that luciferase activity correlates with viral titers (focus-
forming units [FFU]/ml), and we obtained a coefficient of determination of
0.9988 (data not shown). In some experiments, we also used plasmids carrying
the JFH-1 genome, which carries a large in-frame deletion in the E1/E2 coding
region (�E1E2) known to alter viral particle release or a nonreplicative genome
containing a GND mutation in the NS5B active site (49).

HCVcc intracellular infectivity assay. Twenty micrograms of RNA was deliv-
ered to Huh-7 cells by electroporation as described previously (10). Supernatants
containing extracellular HCVcc were harvested 72 h after electroporation, and
cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 5 min at 10,000 � g. Cells were
washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), harvested by treatment with tryp-
sin, and pelleted at 100 � g for 5 min. Cell pellets were resuspended in complete
medium (medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum) and lysed by
three freeze-thaw cycles. Cell lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 �
g for 5 min. Supernatants containing extracellular or intracellular virus were
collected and used for infection of naïve cells. Three hours postinfection, the
inoculum was removed and replaced with complete medium. At 72 h postinfec-
tion, cells were assayed for luciferase activity.

HCV core analysis. HCV core was quantified by a fully automated chemilu-
minescent microparticle immunoassay according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (Architect HCVAg; Abbott, Germany) (33, 34).

Production of HCVpp and infection assay. HCVpp were produced as de-
scribed previously (5, 36). Supernatants containing the pseudotyped particles
were harvested 72 h after transfection and filtered through 0.45-�m-pore-sized
membranes. HCVpp were added to Huh-7 cells seeded the day before in 24-well
plates and incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The supernatants were then removed, and
the cells were incubated in Dulbecco’s modified essential medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum at 37°C. At 72 h postinfection, luciferase activities were measured
as indicated by the manufacturer (Promega).

Neutralization assay. Twenty micrograms of WT or mutated HCV genomic
RNA was delivered into Huh-7 cells by electroporation as described previously
(10). Supernatants containing HCVcc were harvested 8 to 9 days after electro-
poration and filtered through 0.45-�m-pore-sized membranes. Neutralization
assays were performed by preincubating HCVcc and antibodies for 2 h at 37°C
before they were put in contact with target cells. After 3 h of contact with
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HCVcc, cells were further incubated for 48 to 72 h with complete medium before
luciferase activities were measured as indicated by the manufacturer (Promega).
Concentrations resulting in 50% inhibition were measured graphically.

RESULTS

Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCV replication
and E1/E2 expression. To study the role of E1/E2 glycans, the
asparagine residues of the Asn-X-Ser/Thr motifs to which gly-
cans are potentially added were mutated to glutamine residues.
These mutations are known to prevent glycosylation without
affecting the physicochemical properties of the sequon. The
mutations were introduced in the context of a modified geno-
type 2a virus (JFH-1 strain) containing a luciferase reporter
gene. Furthermore, to facilitate the detection of E1, the se-
quence encoding the A4 epitope of the H77 isolate was recon-
stituted into the JFH-1 genome (20). These mutations did not
affect HCV infectivity (data not shown). As previously pro-
posed, mutants were denoted with an N followed by a number
corresponding to the relative position of the potential glyco-
sylation site in each glycoprotein (E1N1 to E1N4 for E1 mu-
tants and E2N1 to E2N11 for E2 mutants).

We first assessed the impact of each mutation on RNA
replication. As described previously and in order to study rep-
lication in a single cycle, we used the CD81-deficient cell line
Huh-7w7 for this assay (38, 42). As a control, we used a variant
genome carrying a large in-frame deletion in the E1/E2 coding
region (�E1E2) known to inactivate release of viral particles
(49). As shown in Fig. 1A, luciferase activities in electropo-
rated cells after 72 h and 96 h were similar for the wild-type
(WT) and the majority of the mutant viruses, suggesting that
the mutations do not affect genomic replication in these vi-
ruses. However, a slight decrease in luciferase activity was
repeatedly observed for the E1N4 mutant, suggesting that this
mutation has a slight effect on RNA replication.

At 48 h postelectroporation, the expression of mutated en-
velope proteins was analyzed by Western blotting on cell ly-
sates. This analysis was performed in the context of Huh-7 cells
transfected with mutant viruses lacking the luciferase reporter
gene. As a control for HCV genome translation, the expression
of the NS3 protein was also analyzed. As shown in Fig. 1B,
mutated envelope proteins (E13g and E210g) migrated faster
than wild-type glycoproteins, indicating that all potential gly-
cosylation sites were modified in the context of the wild-type
proteins. The level of detection of E1 and E2 was rather similar
for all the E2 mutants. However, in the case of the E1 mutants,
the E1 protein was undetectable for the E1N1 mutant (Fig.
1B). Since this mutation did not affect NS3 and E2 expression,
the absence of detection of the E1N1 mutant could be due to
the effect of the mutation on the recognition of the A4 epitope,
which is located close to this glycosylation site.

Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on infectious-virus
production. To further characterize our glycosylation mutants,
infectious-virus production was measured for each mutant and
compared to that of the wild-type virus. Supernatants of cells
transfected with the �E1E2 mutant were used as a negative
control to determine the background level of luciferase activ-
ity. As shown in Fig. 1C, the production of infectious virus for
the E1N1, E2N7, E2N8, and E2N10 mutants was close to that
of �E1E2. Compared to the wild-type virus, these mutants

showed log10 reductions of 1.6, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.2, respectively.
The infectivity of the E2N3 and E2N11 mutants was signifi-
cantly reduced, to approximately 15% of that of the wild-type
virus (Fig. 1C). Mutations of glycosylation sites E1N2, E1N4,
E2N2, E2N4, and E2N5 led to a 0.2- to 0.3-log reduction of
infectivity. In the case of the E1N4 mutant, we cannot exclude

FIG. 1. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on viral-genome
replication, E1/E2 expression, and infectious-virion production.
(A) Wild-type (WT) and mutated HCV genomes were delivered to
CD81-deficient Huh-7w7 cells. Replication was assessed at 72 and 96 h
by measuring Renilla luciferase activities in transfected cells. Results
are expressed as relative light units (RLU) and are reported as the
means � standard deviations (SDs) of three independent experiments.
An assembly-deficient virus (�E1E2) and a replication-defective virus
(GND) were used as negative controls for assembly and replication,
respectively. (B) Forty-eight hours after electroporation of the viral
genomes devoid of the luciferase reporter gene, expression of the viral
proteins E1, E2, and NS3 was analyzed in cell lysates by Western
blotting with specific MAbs (A4 [anti-E1], 3/11 [anti-E2], 486D39
[anti-NS3], and C4 [anti-�-actin]). Mutated E1 and E2 envelope pro-
teins lacking one glycan are indicated as E13g and E210g, respectively.
(C) HCVcc produced by Huh-7w7 cells were incubated for 3 h with
Huh-7 cells. Luciferase assays were performed on infected cells at 72 h
postinfection. Results are expressed as relative light units and are
reported as the means � SDs of three independent experiments. The
nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the infectiv-
ities of the wild-type and mutant HCVcc. Differences were considered
statistically significant if P � 0.05 (*).
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that the slight decrease of virus infectivity is due to a slightly
lower replication efficiency (compare Fig. 1A and C). Produc-
tion of infectious virus for the E1N3, E2N1, E2N6, and E2N9
mutants was similar to or slightly increased compared to that of
the wild type, with the E2N6 mutant showing the largest in-
crease (0.4 log compared to that of the WT). Although these
increases were not statistically significant, this higher level of
infectivity could be the result of improved secretion of viral
particles or an increased specific infectivity of virions. To-
gether, these results suggest that the E1N1, E2N3, E2N7,
E2N8, E2N10, and E2N11 mutations have a negative effect on
viral particle assembly and/or secretion or on virus entry.

Effects of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCV assembly
and secretion. It has been shown that significant amounts of
infectious virions are present inside infected cells and can be
harvested by repetitive freeze-thaw cycles (18). Thus, in order
to study the effect of glycosylation site mutations on the secre-
tion of viral particles, we compared the amounts of intracellu-
lar and extracellular infectious viruses produced upon trans-
fection of Huh-7 cells with our mutants (Fig. 2A). It is worth
noting that the profile of infectivity of our mutants was the
same in Huh-7 and Huh-7w7 cells (compare extracellular in-
fectivity in Fig. 2A and 1C). For each mutant, we calculated the
percentage of cell-associated infectivity relative to the total
infectivity (intracellular plus extracellular infectivity). As
shown in Fig. 2B, the percentages of intracellular infectivity

were similar for all the mutants and the WT with about 75% of
particles liberated into the culture fluid (ranging between 65%
and 85%). These results indicate that glycosylation site muta-
tions had no effect on the efficiency of virion release but rather
affected viral particle assembly or specific infectivity.

To distinguish between these two possibilities, we monitored
the release of HCV core into the supernatant of electropo-
rated Huh-7w7 cells using a fully automated chemiluminescent
microparticle immunoassay as described previously (33, 34).
Compared to the wild-type virus, the �E1E2 mutant showed
12% core release that may correspond to noninfectious defec-
tive particles (Fig. 3). To get a better estimate of the relative

FIG. 2. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCVcc secre-
tion. (A) Huh-7 cells were transfected, and 72 h posttransfection su-
pernatants were collected. In parallel, virus-producing cells were
washed and lysed by repetitive freeze-thaw cycles. Extracellular and
intracellular infectivities were determined by measuring Renilla lucif-
erase activities in infected cells. Results are expressed as relative light
units and are reported as the means � SDs of three independent
experiments. (B) The results of panel A are expressed as percentages
of cell-associated infectivity relative to the total infectivity (intracellu-
lar plus extracellular infectivity) and are reported as the means � SDs
of three independent experiments.

FIG. 3. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCVcc assem-
bly. (A and B) Analysis of core release. Mutated HCV genomes were
delivered to CD81-deficient Huh-7w7 cells. HCV core release was
assessed at 96 h using a fully automated chemiluminescent micropar-
ticle immunoassay. Results are expressed as raw data (A) or as per-
centages of that for the WT (B) and are reported as the means � SDs
of the results of two independent experiments. (C) Infectivity of the
glycosylation mutants normalized to the level of core protein secretion.
Values obtained for infectious-virion production (Fig. 1C) have been
normalized to those obtained for HCV core release (Fig. 3B) to com-
pare the specific infectivities of secreted viral particles.
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infectivities of secreted viral particles, virus infectivities were
normalized to the level of core protein secretion (Fig. 3C).
Several mutants (E1N3, E2N1, E2N2, E2N5, and E2N6) had a
level of core secretion similar to that of the wild type. Since the
infectivity of these mutants was also not affected, we concluded
that these mutations have no effect on virus infectivity and
assembly. For several other mutants (E1N1, E1N4, E2N8,
E2N10, and E2N11), core secretion was drastically reduced
(Fig. 3). Among these viruses, the E1N1, E2N8, E2N10, and
E2N11 mutants also showed a significant decrease in virus
infectivity (compare Fig. 1C and 3), indicating that, for these
viruses, the decrease in infectivity is likely essentially due to a
lower level of particle assembly. In the case of the E1N4 mu-
tant, the low level of core release did not correlate with a
decrease in virus infectivity, suggesting that the released par-
ticles of this mutant are more infectious than those of the wild
type (Fig. 3C). Finally, several mutants (E1N2, E2N3, E2N4,
and E2N7) had an intermediate level of secretion compared to
that of the wild type. However, among these viruses, only E2N3
and E2N7 had significant reductions in infectivity, suggesting
that these two mutants are affected in their entry functions. It
is worth noting that in contrast to the other mutants, the E2N9
mutant showed some increase in core secretion, potentially
explaining the slight increase in infectivity for this mutant
(compare Fig. 1C and 3).

Effect of the E2N2, E2N4, and E2N7 mutations on genotype
2a HCVpp. Importantly, we observed some discrepancies when
we compared the results obtained with the HCVcc (this work)
and HCVpp systems (14, 19). In particular, mutation of glyco-
sylation sites E2N2 and E2N4 had only a slight effect on
HCVcc infectivity, whereas the same mutations led to the
secretion of noninfectious HCVpp (14, 19). Furthermore, the
mutation of the E2N7 glycosylation site strongly reduced
HCVcc infectivity, whereas the same mutation resulted in the
production of HCVpp as infectious as wild-type particles in
spite of a decrease in the incorporation of E1/E2 into retroviral
particles. These differences can potentially be due to the model
system used to study the glycosylation mutants. However, we
cannot exclude that sequence differences between genotypes
may be responsible for the different effects observed, since the
HCVpp experiments were performed with HCV envelope pro-
teins of genotype 1a. To discriminate between these two pos-
sibilities, we produced the E2N2, E2N4, and E2N7 mutants in
the context of genotype 2a HCVpp and compared their infec-
tivities to that of HCVpp generated in the presence of wild-
type envelope glycoproteins. As shown in Fig. 4A, the E2N2
and E2N4 mutants were noninfectious, and the infectivity of
the E2N7 mutant was reduced to 20% compared to that of the
wild type. The levels of expression of E1, E2, and CA were very
similar in cell lysates for all of the mutants (Fig. 4B). However,
the level of expression of CA was higher in the absence of
E1/E2. This difference is likely due to competition for protein
expression when cells are transfected with two plasmids instead
of one. In HCVpp, the levels of expression of CA were very
similar. However, the level of incorporation of E2 into HCVpp
was slightly reduced for each mutant. Furthermore, the level of
incorporation of E1 was strongly reduced for the E2N2 and
E2N4 mutants and slightly reduced for the E2N7 mutant. Al-
together, these results suggest that as for genotype 1a (14, 19),
mutation of glycosylation sites E2N2 and E2N4 in genotype 2a

envelope proteins leads to a defect in the viral entry process of
HCVpp even though the lower level of incorporation of E1/E2
into HCVpp can also contribute to reduction of the infectivity
of these mutants. The potential increase in the specific infec-
tivity observed in genotype 1a HCVpp containing the E2N7
mutation (14, 19) contrasts with the decrease in infectivity
observed for this mutation in the context of genotype 2a (Fig.
4A), suggesting genotype differences for the role of this glycan.

Glycans E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6, and E2N11 modulate
the neutralizing activity of antibodies. We and others recently
reported that in the HCVpp system, glycans E2N1, E2N6, and
E2N11 reduce the accessibility of antibodies to neutralizing
epitopes in the CD81 binding region of E2 of genotype 1a (14,
22). We therefore investigated whether HCV glycans can also
affect the accessibility of antibodies to neutralizing epitopes in
the context of an infectious virus. Due to a defect in their
infectivity, the E2N3, E2N7, E2N8, and E2N10 mutants could
not be tested in this antibody neutralization assay.

We first tested antibodies purified from the sera of four
patients infected with HCV of genotype 1a, 1b, 2, or 4. These
antibodies were tested for their ability to neutralize HCVcc
expressing wild-type or mutated envelope glycoproteins. As
shown in Fig. 5, the results of viral neutralization were very
similar and independent of the serum used. These experiments

FIG. 4. Role of glycans E2N2, E2N4, and E2N7 on genotype 2a
HCVpp infectivity. (A) Plasmids encoding the E2N2, E2N4, and E2N7
mutants in the context of a genotype 2a (JFH-1) E1/E2 polyprotein
were used to generate HCVpp. Infection assays with the luciferase
reporter gene were performed by using target Huh-7 cells. Similar
inputs of viral particles were used in each experiment, and this was
confirmed by comparing the amounts of capsid protein incorporated
into HCVpp (see panel B, anti-CA [CA]). Pseudotyped particles pro-
duced in the absence of envelope proteins (�E1E2) were used as a
control. The results are expressed as percentages of wild-type infec-
tivity (WT) and are reported as means � SDs of three independent
experiments. (B) Incorporation of HCV envelope proteins into
HCVpp. Particles were pelleted through 20% sucrose cushions and
analyzed by Western blotting. HCV envelope glycoproteins and the
capsid protein of murine leukemia virus (MLV) were revealed with the
following specific MAbs: anti-E1 (A4), anti-E2 (3/11), and anti-CA
(R187). Expression of mutant proteins was verified by direct Western
blotting of cell lysates.
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allowed us to classify the mutants into three groups. The first
group contains mutants that are neutralized at a level similar to
that of the wild-type virus (Fig. 5 and Table 1, the E2N5 and
E2N9 mutants). However, in the case of E2N5, neutralization
efficiency was slightly reduced, suggesting that this mutation
might slightly affect the binding of neutralizing antibodies. A
second group was composed of mutants that were highly sen-
sitive to neutralization by antibodies from HCV-seropositive
patients (Fig. 5 and Table 1, the E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6

mutants). The removal of the corresponding glycans led to up
to a 20-fold reduction in the effective concentration required
for half-maximal neutralization (EC50) (Table 1). The third
group contains mutants with an intermediate phenotype (Fig.
5 and Table 1, E2N1 and E2N11). Altogether, these data
suggest that glycans at positions E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6,
and E2N11 reduce the accessibility of neutralizing antibodies
to their epitopes on the E2 glycoprotein.

We previously reported that the neutralizing activity of

FIG. 5. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCVcc sensitivity to neutralization by antibodies purified from HCV-seropositive sera.
Neutralization assays were performed by incubating HCVcc glycosylation mutants or WT HCVcc with various concentrations of antibodies (Ab)
purified from the sera of patients infected with HCV genotype 1a (A), 1b (B), 2 (C), or 4 (D). After a 2 h-incubation at 37°C, mixtures of HCVcc
and antibodies were put into contact with target cells for 3 h. Luciferase assays were performed on infected cells at 48 to 72 h postinfection. Results
are expressed as percentages of infectivity relative to infectivity in the absence of antibodies and are reported as the means � SDs of three
independent experiments.

TABLE 1. Concentration resulting in 50% inhibition of HCVcc entry

Virus

50% neutralization concna (�g/ml) of:

Antibodies from sera positive for indicated HCV genotype
MAb 3/11 Lectin

CV-Nb CD81-LEL
1a 1b 2 4

Wild type 3.9 (1.0) �10 (1.0) 10 (1.0) �10 (1.0) �10 (1.0) 0.3 (1.0) 4.3 (1.0)

HCVcc mutant
E2N1 1.4 (2.8) 1.3 (�7.7) 1.3 (7.7) 0.7 (�14.3) 0.4 (�25.0) 0.2 (1.5) 0.6 (7.2)
E2N2 0.6 (6.5) 0.7 (�14.3) 0.7 (14.3) 0.5 (�20.0) 0.4 (�25.0) 0.4 (0.8) 0.5 (8.6)
E2N4 0.7 (5.6) 0.7 (�14.3) 0.7 (14.3) 0.6 (�16.7) 0.6 (�16.7) 0.3 (1.0) 0.6 (7.2)
E2N5 �10 (�0.4) �10 (ND) �10 (�1.0) �10 (ND) �10 (ND) 0.5 (0.6) �10 (�0.4)
E2N6 0.6 (6.5) 0.6 (�16.7) 0.7 (14.3) 0.5 (�20.0) 2.8 (�3.6) 0.4 (0.8) 0.5 (8.6)
E2N9 4.3 (0.9) 2.9 (�3.4) 8.1 (1.2) 2.2 (�4.5) �10 (ND) 0.5 (0.6) �10 (�0.4)
E2N11 1.5 (2.6) 1.0 (�10.0) 1.6 (6.3) 0.8 (�12.5) 2.4 (�4.2) 0.5 (0.6) 2.5 (1.7)

a Values in parentheses are differences (n-fold) from the 50% neutralization concentration of the wild-type. ND, not determined.
b CV-N, cyanovirin-N.
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MAbs directed against epitopes located in the CD81 binding
region is increased in the absence of E2N1, E2N6, or E2N11
glycans in the context of the HCVpp system. We therefore
analyzed the sensitivity of HCVcc E2 glycosylation mutants to
neutralization by one of these MAbs. We chose the neutraliz-
ing MAb 3/11, whose epitope is well characterized (25). As
shown in Fig. 6A and Table 1, the E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6,
and E2N11 mutants were also more sensitive than the WT to
neutralization by MAb 3/11, suggesting that the corresponding
glycans mask a single region at the surface of the E2 envelope
glycoprotein. The greater sensitivity of the E2N1, E2N2, and
E2N4 mutants compared to that of E2N6 and E2N11 is likely
due to the location of E2N1, E2N2, and E2N4 glycans, which
may be closer to the 3/11 epitope (see Discussion). It must be
noted that WT and E2 glycosylation mutants showed similar
sensitivity to inhibition by cyanovirin-N, an inhibitor of HCV
entry (Fig. 6B and Table 1) (23), confirming that the effect of
glycosylation site mutations on the sensitivity to polyclonal and
monoclonal neutralizing antibodies was not due to differences
in the assembly and/or infectivity of HCVcc particles. To ex-
clude a potential influence of antigen concentration on mutant

neutralization compared to that of the wild-type virus, we per-
formed neutralization assays with diluted WT or E2N6 virus.
However, we did not observe any difference in the sensitivity to
MAb 3/11 between diluted viruses and nondiluted viruses (data
not shown), indicating that large differences in antigen con-
centrations are not responsible for the increased sensitivity to
neutralizing antibodies. Together, these results indicate that
E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6, and E2N11 glycans contribute to
the masking of neutralizing epitopes on E2.

Glycans E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6 modulate CD81
binding to E2. In addition to an effect on neutralization, we
previously reported that in the HCVpp system, glycans E2N1,
E2N6, and E2N11 reduce the accessibility of a soluble form of
CD81 to its binding region on E2 (22). We therefore investi-
gated whether HCV glycans affect the accessibility of CD81 to
its binding region in the context of an infectious virus. To this
end, we analyzed the sensitivity of E2 glycosylation mutants to
inhibition by a soluble form of the CD81 large extracellular
loop (CD81-LEL). As shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1, our results
indicate that glycans E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6 are more
sensitive to inhibition with CD81-LEL, suggesting that these
four glycans also modulate CD81 binding to E2. Surprisingly,
we did not observe any effect of E2N11 glycosylation site mu-
tation on sensitivity to CD81-LEL inhibition, whereas glycan
E2N11 modulated both neutralizing antibodies and CD81
binding to E2 in the HCVpp model. Altogether, our data
indicate that in the context of HCVcc, glycans at positions
E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6 modulate both CD81 and neu-
tralizing antibody binding to E2.

DISCUSSION

HCV envelope glycoproteins play a pivotal role in the HCV
life cycle. These proteins participate in the assembly of infec-
tious particles and play a major role in viral entry, since they
enable interaction with specific cell surface receptors and in-

FIG. 6. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCVcc sensi-
tivity to inhibition by MAb 3/11 or cyanovirin-N. Inhibition assays were
performed by incubating HCVcc glycosylation mutants or wild-type
HCVcc (WT) with various concentrations of MAb 3/11 (A) or cyano-
virin-N (CV-N) (B). After a 2 h-incubation at 37°C, mixtures were put
into contact with target cells for 3 h. Luciferase assays were performed
on infected cells at 48 to 72 h postinfection. Results are expressed as
percentages of infectivity relative to infectivity in the absence of inhib-
itory protein and are reported as the means � SDs of three indepen-
dent experiments.

FIG. 7. Effect of N-glycosylation site mutations on HCVcc sensi-
tivity to inhibition by CD81-LEL. Inhibition assays were performed by
incubating HCVcc glycosylation mutants or wild-type HCVcc (WT)
with various concentrations of CD81-LEL. After a 2 h-incubation at
37°C, mixtures were put into contact with target cells for 3 h. Lucifer-
ase assays were performed on infected cells at 48 to 72 h postinfection.
Results are expressed as percentages of infectivity relative to infectivity
in the absence of inhibitory protein and are reported as the means �
SDs of three independent experiments.
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duce fusion between the viral envelope and the membrane of
early endosomes in the host cell. HCV envelope proteins are
highly glycosylated and generally contain 4 and 11 N-linked
glycans on E1 and E2, respectively, that can play a major role
in protein folding, in viral entry, and in modulation of the
immune response. Site-directed mutagenesis studies allowed
us to study for the first time the role of N-linked glycans in the
context of authentic HCV virions. Our results highlight differ-
ences in the effects of glycosylation mutations between the
HCVpp and HCVcc systems. They also indicate that several
glycans play an important role in HCVcc assembly and/or
infectivity. Furthermore, neutralization experiments demon-
strated that at least five glycans on E2 (denoted E2N1, E2N2,
E2N4, E2N6, and E2N11) strongly reduce the sensitivity of
HCVcc to antibody neutralization. Together, our data indicate
that the glycans associated with HCV envelope glycoproteins
play roles at different steps of the viral life cycle.

Several mutations affect HCV assembly (E1N1, E2N3,
E2N8, E2N10, and E2N11). In the case of the E1N1, E2N8,
and E2N10 mutants, a strong impairment of assembly was
observed. Indeed, the secretion level of these mutants was in
the same range as that of the negative-control virus with the
E1/E2 region deleted. Furthermore, the supernatants of the
cells transfected with the genomic RNA of these mutants were
noninfectious, a finding that is in agreement with the effect of
the mutations on particle assembly. Interestingly, the same
mutations were shown to decrease E1/E2 heterodimerization
in the context of recombinant proteins, and they also affected
the incorporation of envelope proteins at the surfaces of
HCVpp (19). Altogether, these results indicate that glycans
E1N1, E2N8, and E2N10 are important for the folding and
heterodimerization of HCV envelope glycoproteins and thus
for viral particle assembly. Another mutant (E1N4), which also
showed some decrease in E1/E2 heterodimerization and af-
fected the incorporation of envelope proteins at the surfaces of
HCVpp (19), also showed a decrease in HCVcc secretion.
However, in this case, the secreted particles seemed more
infectious than those of the wild type (Fig. 3C). Mutations of
the E2N3 and E2N11 glycosylation sites had an intermediate
effect on virus assembly. Indeed, these mutations reduced
HCVcc infectivity and somewhat decreased the release of
HCVcc.

Glycans associated with viral envelope proteins can modu-
late the entry functions of these proteins by modifying their
receptor affinities or by affecting their fusion activities (45, 51).
It is worth noting that the removal of a glycan at positions
E2N1 and E2N6 increases HCVcc infectivity, even though the
increase was not statistically significant (Fig. 1C). Importantly,
these mutants were also more sensitive to CD81-LEL inhibi-
tion (Fig. 7). Furthermore, Owsianka et al. identified con-
served residues involved in CD81 interaction close to these
glycosylation sites (37). Finally, it has also been shown that a
soluble form of E2 lacking a glycan at position E2N1 or E2N6
exhibited increased binding to CD81 (14). Altogether, these
results suggest that the higher level of fitness of the E2N1 and
E2N6 mutants may be due to a better interaction of E2 with
CD81. Interestingly, we and others recently reported the emer-
gence of adaptive mutants presenting a shifting site at position
E2N1 or lacking a glycan at position E2N6 after serially pas-
saging JFH-1 or J6/JFH-1 in cell culture (8, 10, 42). However,

in the human host, these glycans must be important in limiting
recognition of the CD81 binding site by neutralizing antibodies
and in avoiding too-rapid elimination of HCV by the immune
system (see below). This may explain the high level of conser-
vation of these glycosylation sites in HCV genomic sequences
(22).

The mutation of the E2N7 glycosylation site strongly re-
duced HCVcc infectivity (5% compared to that of the WT),
with only a slight decrease in viral particle secretion, indicating
a defect in virus entry. Interestingly, the same mutation also
reduced the infectivity of genotype 2a HCVpp but resulted in
the production of genotype 1a HCVpp as infectious as wild-
type particles, suggesting a genotype-specific role for the E2N7
glycan. This is not surprising, since this glycosylation site is
among the less conserved and is even absent in sequences from
genotypes 3 and 6 (22).

For some mutants, the entry functions of HCV envelope
glycoproteins were differently affected by glycan loss in the
HCVcc system (this work) and in the HCVpp system (14, 19)
(Table 2). In addition to differences observed for the E2N3
mutant (see above), mutation of the glycosylation sites E2N2
and E2N4 had only a slight effect on HCVcc infectivity,
whereas the same mutations led to the secretion of noninfec-
tious HCVpp particles in genotypes 1a and 2a. These dispari-
ties are likely due to differences in the assembly process be-
tween HCVpp and HCVcc. Indeed, HCVcc assemble in an
ER-derived compartment, whereas HCVpp are assembled in a
post-Golgi compartment (44). This implies that the glycans
associated with HCV envelope proteins are not exposed in the
same way to the Golgi glycosidases and glycosyltransferases in
these two viral systems, and they are therefore not necessarily

TABLE 2. Summary of the properties of glycosylation mutants

Virus HCVcc
infectivitya

HCVpp
infectivitya,b

Core
releasec

Sensitivity to
neutralizationd

Wild type 			 			 		 	

Mutant
E1N1 	/
 		 
 ND (	)
E1N2 		 	 	 ND (	)
E1N3 			 		 		 ND (	)
E1N4 		 	 	/
 ND (	)
E2N1 			 		 		 		
E2N2 		 
 (
) 		 		e

E2N3 	 			 	 ND (	)
E2N4 		 
 (
) 	 		e

E2N5 		 		 		 	
E2N6 			 		 		 		
E2N7 	/
 			 (	) 	 ND (
)
E2N8 
 
 	/
 ND
E2N9 			 			 		 	
E2N10 
 
 
 ND
E2N11 	 	 	/
 		

a Percentage of infectivity: 			, �90%; 		, between 30% and 90%; 	,
between 10% and 30%; 	/
, between 2% and 10%; 
, �2%.

b Infectivity of HCVpp of genotype 1a as previously reported (19). Values in
parentheses are results obtained for HCVpp of genotype 2a.

c Percentage of core release: 		, �75%; 	, between 30% and 75%; 	/
,
between 12% and 30%; 
, �12%.

d Sensitivity to antibody neutralization: 	, similar to that of the wild type; 		,
more than 5-fold increase in sensitivity to neutralization with most antibodies
tested; 
, decrease in sensitivity to neutralization. Results in parentheses were
obtained with HCVpp of genotype 1a only (22). ND, not determined.

e Results obtained with the HCVcc system only.
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similarly processed, as recently observed (46). Furthermore,
the differences in the assembly processes can also lead to
differences in the presentation of the proteins at the surface of
the particle as well as differences in protein-protein interac-
tions between the envelope glycoproteins. Indeed, at the sur-
face of HCVpp, functional E1 and E2 glycoproteins have been
shown to form noncovalent heterodimers (36), whereas the
majority of HCV envelope glycoproteins associated with
HCVcc particles are high-molecular-weight complexes stabi-
lized by disulfide bonds (46). Finally, we cannot exclude that
the presence of very-low-density lipoproteins associated with
HCVcc may affect the properties of the envelope proteins (17,
26). Differences in the entry functions of HCV envelope gly-
coproteins between HCVpp and HCVcc have indeed already
been reported (28, 29, 42, 43).

Our data demonstrate that at least five glycans on E2 (de-
noted E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, E2N6, and E2N11) reduce the
sensitivity of HCVcc to antibody neutralization, indicating that
these glycans limit the recognition of neutralizing epitopes on
the surface of E2. Indeed, removal of these glycans led to a
greater sensitivity to neutralization by antibodies from HCV-
seropositive patients as well as by MAb 3/11. Importantly, for
some of these mutants, the reduction in the EC50 was more
than 20-fold (Table 1). These data are in agreement with those
obtained for the HCVpp system, at least for the E2N1, E2N6,
and E2N11 mutants (14, 22). The sensitivity of the E2N2 and
E2N4 mutants to antibody-mediated neutralization could not
be tested in the HCVpp system because these mutants were
not infectious in the pseudoparticle system. Interestingly, four
of these five glycans (denoted E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6)
also modulate inhibition by the soluble form of CD81, in ac-
cordance with previous observations (14, 22), suggesting that
the CD81 binding site is an important neutralizing-antibody
target protected by glycans. A putative structural model of
HCV glycoprotein E2 has recently been proposed. In this
model, based on class II fusion proteins, E2 consists of three
separate domains and a stem region connected to the trans-
membrane domain (30). Importantly, glycosylation sites E2N1,
E2N2, and E2N6 are located in domain I (DI), which contains
determinants for CD81 (Fig. 8). It is expected that the orien-
tation of E2 on the surface of the viral particle would expose
the CD81 binding site to the target cells. Glycosylation site
E2N4, which is in domain II (DII), is also located in close
proximity to the CD81 binding site. Together, these four gly-
cosylation sites (E2N1, E2N2, E2N4, and E2N6) surround the
CD81 binding site (Fig. 8), providing structural evidence for
the role of these glycans in the modulation of the humoral
immune response.

The E2N11 glycan affects virus neutralization without affect-
ing CD81 binding. The lack of an effect of the E2N11 mutation
on inhibition by soluble CD81 is in agreement with the position
of this glycosylation site in domain III (DIII), far from the
CD81 binding region (Fig. 8) (30). However, the effect of this
mutation on virus neutralization by MAb 3/11, which binds to
the CD81 binding region of DI (25), suggests that the E2N11
glycan can also partially contribute to reduction of the acces-
sibility of the CD81 binding region to antibodies. The size
difference between MAb 3/11 (150 kDa) and the GST-CD81-
LEL (36 kDa) can potentially explain why the mutation did not
affect inhibition by CD81, whereas it led to better neutraliza-

tion by MAb 3/11. Furthermore, to affect neutralizing antibod-
ies targeting epitopes in DI, the E2N11 glycan must be located
closer to DI than is suggested by the two-dimensional repre-
sentation in the E2 model. One possibility is that in the oligo-

FIG. 8. Localization of N-linked glycans on the model of HCV
glycoprotein E2. The linear sequence of the JFH-1 E2 ectodomain
without the stem region is represented as a chain of beads (colored
circles) labeled with the corresponding amino acid and threaded onto
a class II fold, which is an adapted version of the model recently
published by Krey et al. (30). The three putative domains are pre-
sented in red (DI), yellow (DII), and blue (DIII), and the variable
regions (HVR1, HVR2, and IgVR) are indicated in brown. Circles in
pale and bright colors represent residues in the background and fore-
ground of the domains, respectively, and are labeled in white and black
fonts. Disulfide bonds are indicated by black bars. Glycosylation sites
are shown by green circles numbered sequentially. DI domain residues
that participate in CD81 binding are outlined in blue. It has been
suggested that additional residues in the DIII domain can also affect
CD81 binding (40). However, mutation of these residues might affect
E2 folding, suggesting an indirect role for these residues (27). Glycans
affecting CD81 binding are highlighted by light green circles.
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meric form of the envelope proteins, DIII from one molecule
is close to DI from an adjacent E2 protein on the viral particle.
This would be the case if E2 forms antiparallel dimers, as is the
case with flaviviruses. Alternatively, we cannot exclude that the
E2N11 mutation affects the DI-DIII interaction, which indi-
rectly leads to better accessibility of the CD81 binding region
to neutralizing antibodies. Interestingly, mutation of residues
in DIII can affect CD81 binding (40); however, these mutations
might affect E2 folding, suggesting an indirect role for these
residues (27).

Besides modulating accessibility to the CD81 binding site,
the glycans associated with HCV envelope proteins reduce the
accessibility of other regions of the protein moiety. Indeed, one
third of the molecular weight of the E1/E2 heterodimer cor-
responds to glycans. Interestingly, in the case of HIV, it has
been proposed that the glycoprotein gp120 presents an immu-
nologically “silent face” that consists of heavily glycosylated
regions of gp120 that may appear as self to the immune system
(53). Taking into account the size of one glycan, one can also
suppose that the presence of a large concentration of glycans
on the surface of an HCV particle could also limit the immu-
nogenicity of the envelope proteins. This suggests that, as ob-
served for gp120, HCV envelope glycoproteins likely contain
immunologically silent regions, with the associated glycans
forming a “glycan shield” at the surface of the virion. Together
with other mechanisms (6, 11, 15, 47, 48, 54), this may explain,
at least in part, how HCV evades the humoral immune re-
sponse.
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